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QANA MASSACRE #2 BY “ISRAEL”
JULY 30, 2006

Ten years after its first Qana Massacre in 1996 at the U.N. Base in Qana Village,
“Israel” kills more than 62 Lebanese refugees including 42 children at the same
Village.

Just yesterday “Israel” rejected a request by the U.N. for a three-day Cease-fire in Lebanon
to deliver humanitarian supplies and allow civilians to leave the war zone.

Five days ago on July 25th, the “israeli” air force deliberately bombed a U.N. base at Khiam
Village in South Lebanon killing four United Nations observers. The victims were Nationals of
Austria, Canada, China and Finland. The U.N. failed to condemn “Israel” for the killings due
to the U.S. pressure.

Seven  days  ago  on  July  23rd,  the  “israeli”  Army  targeted  two  Lebanese  Red  Cross
Ambulances in Qana Village. Five of the LRC volunteers and three patients were wounded in
the attack.

The Innocent Lebanese Civilians were killed at Qana by using MK-84 Laser Guided Bombs
(LGB) with BSU-37/B (Bomb Stabilization Units). These Bombs are Precision-Guided Munition
(PGM) and were manufactured by the U.S. Company Raytheon for the U.S. Navy and Air
Force.
The MK-84 LGB, which weights 2000 lbs (907 kg) and has 948 lbs (430 kg) explosive power,
features accuracy, reliability and cost-effectiveness previously unobtainable in conventional
weapons.

The Innocent Refugees were chased from Home to Home until they reached the edge of
Qana Village where they were targeted around 1 o’clock after mid-night. The MK-84 Bombs
were dropped by US-Made F16s warplanes and Laser-guided by US-Made Apache helicopters
that followed the Civilians.

The second Qana Massacre was designed as one of many Scenarios for an Exit Strategy to
show the World that “Israel” was not Defeated but had to Quit the War due to a Series of
“Grave Errors”. Note that the “israeli” Aggression on Lebanon in 1996 was halted after the
first Qana Massacre.

A fragment of the US-Made Bomb read:
“FOR USE ON MK-84 GUIDED BOMB BSU-37/B”
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Are these MK-84 LGBs the New “Smart Bombs” that were
recently rushed from USA to “Israel” via Scotland?

INNOCENT LEBANESE CIVILIANS KILLED BY “ISRAEL” AT QANA
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